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dictum 'Make an instrument- you will learn more in this way than 
you can imagine' (from Lou Harrison's Music Primer excerpted 
earlier in the book). There are also a giant 'Musical Carillon' built by 
Tony Price with a scrap from an atomic energy testing ground and 
Luis Frangella's 'Rain Music 11' - large modules with tuned drums 
intended for large-scale assembly in the open air. 
As an introduction to, and as an exploration of its subject, this 
book is excellent. There are many inspiring examples for anyone 
remotely interested in the area . I do not think the balance is quite 
right yet- the Schafer article and some of the kinetic works hardly 
qualify at all. In future editions a greater distinction needs to be 
made between those sculptures which require human agency-
placing them in the category oft he musical instrument- and those 
that do not. But the book is successful in drawing together the work 
of some interesting artists and musicians and allowing both their 
similarities and differences to demonstrate themselves. Let us 
hope that the many British artists one knows of working in the field 
will respond to the request to make their work available for 
documentation in future editions. 
The companion volume Environments of Musical Sculpture you 
can build is an extension of the practical aspects of Sound 
Sculpture. Information is provided in the form of work sheets, 
references and analyses of materials to be used, to enable anyone 
to begin the invention and construction of his own musical 
instruments, all of which is based on projects initiated by the 
author. In an opening essay John Grayson proposes several areas 
of basic development: through rhythm, pitch, control oftimbre, and 
through psychoacoustic aural illusions and infrasonics. But the 
core of the book is the collection of descriptions, drawings and 
photographs of new musical instruments that have been built. 
These include huge low-frequency instruments, called 'Big 
Boomers', 'Mushrooms', which are grouped tuned steel discs, a 
giant keto, marimba and steel drum instruments, gongs, bells and 
the 'Garden of Tears'- a collection of Pyrex coffee percolator tops 
in different sizes, set in a frame. 
Several other sections follow. One gives a full-scale work sheet 
(blank for duplication) and reduced examples of completed sheets 
showing the research notes on matenals that preceded the making 
of the instruments. A score showing the notation for the 
instruments was a good idea, but the reproduction of Douglas 
Walker's Requiem in its full70 pages appears rather a luxury unless 
a recording of the work is also to be made available. There is 
documentation of a musical environment for handicapped children, 
a notable example of applying some of these ideas to social ends 
and, judging by the photographs, a very successful one; and, 
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Exploratorium ' with plans and drawings of an environment to 
accommodate sound sculptures. 
David Rosenboom, currently head of the Laboratory of 
Experimental Aesthetics at York University, Toronto, Canada, is the 
American composer and researcher one associates with 
biofeedback applications in music. His Biofeedback and the Arts 
must already be regarded as an essential source-book for 
documentation of the early work in this field. Much of the book is 
written by him, with contributions from a few other artists, 
musicians and scientists. 
Biofeedback is achieved though the use of electrodes, usually two 
placed on different parts of the head, connected to a differential 
amplifier which reads the voltage fluctuations between the 
electrodes. A filter is normally employed to limit the range of 
frequencies monitored. The signals, detected and amplified, can be 
used to create sensory feedback for the subject by several methods 
- through triggering events or through continuous modulation. 
The feedback may be visual or auditory. The examples given in this 
book range from very simple basic researches, such as the 
triggering of a simple audio tone or line-tracing on a television 
screen, to complex multi -media 'events'. 
By means of the feedback a degree of control over 
electroencephalographic readings can be learned. From an 
apparent continuity of brain-wave frequencies, three have been 
isolated as corresponding to definable states of consciousness. 
Subjective descriptions of these states are as follows: Theta (3.5-
8Hz) 'Pure relaxation. Oneness. Everything on automatic pilot'; 
Alpha (8-13Hz) 'Super consciousness of the presence of everything 
in the environment but not making abstractions. Raw data stored 
but not coded. No filters on incoming information'; Beta (13-25Hz) 
'Maximum efficiency in making abstractions. Making 
instantaneous logical connections between things seen. Very 
attentive'. 
David Rosenboom 's book is an invaluable focus both for those 
wanting to know more about these techniques and, not least 
through its substantial bibliography, for those wishing to initiate 
their own research. 
NOTE: 
'See, most notably, Harry Partch, Genesis of a Music(NewYork: Da 
Cape Press, second enlarged edition, 1974). For a review of this see 
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